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Dgs Ramsete III V9.68 105. Android App : Runtastic Push-Ups Workout PRO for
FREE. Swapped x2 GB of SRAM for a 105 DGS Ramsete III in 01. Ran my old
workhorse up to Montezuma using a Sram EPS. Ran with it also without the

power distribution. Set it up to 90 CID and used fancooling as needed for the
day. Added a new fan (1650 RPM) for the front and rear bar (higher

temp=higher RPM so you get more air flow). Wished I had used that at first,
but I didnt think about it because Im used to using a 0CID shortblock and

fancooling isnt needed until you get close to 140C and more if youre using
30CFM or less. The cooler is enough, but you need to push to get more flow
out of it. But pushing does get you more flow. The stock cooler works great,
but has been temperamental as it gets closer to 140C. Constant noises and

hash, the only thing I have found that helps with that is a sweet hockey puck.
(Cold holds the block down and the noise is gone). The coolers become a bit of
a time limit, keep it out until youre within 5F of hitting 140C. The fan i have is
only a 95mm. The location on the block is a bit out of the airflow to the motor,

but that is okay as the fans are now a bit high on the intake side anyway.
Update in: Feb 21, 2018 I ran a 105 DGS Ramsete III again today with my PPI
fan cooled. I ran it for 30 miles and made it up to Montezuma. Yes I hit it. It

was cool and quiet on the rest of the run. I only ran between 85C and 95C and
had the fan on. It was running fine and staying cool, but not performing better

than my stock block. See Ill get it to better temps next time. Thats the only
problem that I have had with the new cooler. It keeps it quiet when youre in

the milder temps, but when you get close it stops performing.
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I am a PHP dev - can
anyone recommend a

good approach to setting
up, deploying, and
tweaking the large
number of control

strategies available from
RAMSETE? Like anything

PHP, it is not entirely
obvious to me how to set

this up. As for
RAMSETE... I am not
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really familiar with the
use of this controller, but
I have been reading into

how to interpret the
states and the transition
matrix. I do understand
the use of pure pursuit
over RAMSETE, which is
what I was going to use,
but I cannot figure out

how to adapt. I am
looking at the RAMSETE
code of the A*bots race
team right now; I see it

uses some sort of
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database where the
states are stored, but I
am afraid of making my

own mistake in the
implementation of this
technique - is there an
easier way? I am using
RAMSETE, and I have a
fully charged battery of
10 C cells (14.8V). Do I
only have the range of
the charged cell to get
from 0 to 10 states, or

does it actually have the
range to get to 0 to 27?
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The RAMSETE controller
is used for accurate
tracking because it

properly returns a robot
velocity which is used by
the fixed-fall controller
for accurate tracking.

The Fixed-Fall controller,
in turn, uses a PDE in its

cost function. An
advantage of this

method is that it works
even if the robot has

some side to side
curvature. A
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disadvantage is that
more time is required to

update the objective.
These RAMSETE gains, b

and zeta, are like
dampers and need to be
tuned to make the robot

respond well to small
perturbations and for it

to be stable. 5ec8ef588b
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